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Abstract

Large graph analysis has become increasingly important

and is widely used in many applications such as web

mining, social network analysis, biology, and informa-

tion retrieval. The usually high computational complex-

ity of the commonly-used graph algorithms and large vol-

ume of data frequently encountered in these applications,

however, make scalable graph analysis a non-trivial task.

Recently, more and more of these graph algorithms are

implemented as dataflow applications, where many tasks

perform assigned operations in parallel independent of

other tasks. These applications are run on large-scale

computing platforms to combine the advantages of the

data parallelism enabled by dataflow model and the high

computing power and large storage capacity offered by

increasingly affordable high-end computers. In this pa-

per, we evaluate the potentials of many-tasks concept

in a form of dataflow system for large graph analysis

applications by studying the performance of complicated

graph algorithms on an actual dataflow machine. We

have found that a dataflow system can achieve orders of

magnitude performance improvement over state-of-art

database systems and serve as a viable scalable graph

analysis engine.
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1 Introduction

Large graph analysis has become increasingly im-
portant and is widely used in many applications
such as web mining, social network analysis, biol-
ogy, and information retrieval. Typically, graphs
analyzed consist of typed vertices such as person

and organization and typed edges that repre-
sent the relationships between the vertices such as
works for and visit. Vertices and edges also have
attributes associated with them (e.g., name and
date of visit).

These graphs, which are usually formed by fusing
fragmental information obtained from many differ-
ent sources like web documents, news articles, and
public records, have very complex structures. The
graphs also tend to continue to grow in size, and it
is not uncommon for scientists and knowledge en-
gineers to deal with graphs with billions of vertices
and edges in practice. The large size and complex-
ity of the graphs, unfortunately, make the graph
analysis an inherently difficult problem. Further-
more, many of the queries performed on real-world
graphs are very complicated with high-order com-
plexity and generate a large volume of intermediate
results [7, 19, 16, 14, 12, 13, 3]. This makes analyz-
ing large graphs in a scalable and efficient manner
even more challenging.

Graph data has been commonly stored in conven-
tional relational databases mainly due to their avail-
ability and ease of use. However, using relational
databases to run graph analysis applications has
significant impact on query performance, since the
complicated graph queries usually are implemented
using a set of expensive SQL operations. Their in-



ability to scale becomes evident when the graph
queries are executed on very large graph data [7]. In
addition, the SQL query performance is hard to op-
timize, because how an SQL code is translated into
underlying primitives is largely opaque to users and
varies widely from one SQL compiler to another.
These limitations of the relational databases as a
graph analysis engine warrant investigation of al-
ternative systems for the scalable graph analysis.

Many-task computing (MTC) [17] is an ideal al-
ternative computing paradigm that enables scal-
able large graph analysis. MTC denotes high-
performance computations comprising multiple dis-
tinct activities that are carried out by a set of tasks,
coupled via file system operations. There are many
variations of MTC depending on the characteris-
tics of the tasks. The tasks may be small or large,
uniprocessor or multiprocessor, compute-intensive
or data-intensive. The tasks may be static or dy-
namic, homogeneous or heterogeneous, loosely cou-
pled or tightly coupled. The aggregate number of
tasks, quantity of computing, and volumes of data
may be extremely large.

Recently, more and more of the graph algo-
rithms are implemented as MTC applications and
run on large-scale computing platforms. These ef-
forts are exemplified by Google’s PageRank algo-
rithm implemented in Map/Reduce programming
framework [15], where the computation is done by
a large number of loosely-coupled Map and Reduce
tasks.

The Map/Reduce programming model, however,
has significant limitations. First, the programming
model is too primitive for many complex graph al-
gorithms (although its simplicity is its strengths for
embarrassingly-parallel applications). Second, the
volume of intermediate results that have to be read
and processed by Map or Reduce tasks for the graph
analysis applications usually increases rapidly and
therefore quickly becomes a performance bottleneck
that hampers scalable graph analysis. We need
more general and powerful tool.

We believe dataflow model [4, 5, 6, 8] is a promis-
ing alternative that can offer flexible and scal-
able solutions for large graph analysis problems.
A dataflow system follows MTC paradigm, since
reading, processing, and writing data on typical
dataflow systems is performed by many built-in and

user-defined tasks. In this sense, the Map/Reduce
is also considered as a (primitive form of) dataflow
system.

In this paper, we investigate the use of dataflow
systems as a tool to run complex queries on large
graphs. We have developed a suite of benchmarks
that encompass a wide range of complex graph
queries. Then, we have evaluated a state-of-art par-
allel dataflow system by running the graph bench-
mark on a very large real-world graph. The perfor-
mance of the system is measured and compared to
that of advanced relational database systems. We
have found that a dataflow system can achieve or-
ders of magnitude performance improvement over
these database systems and serve as a viable scal-
able graph analysis engine.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes a dataflow system evaluated in this research.
We discuss the programming environment of the
target dataflow system in Section 3. Section 4 de-
scribes benchmarks used in our experiments. The
results from performance study are discussed in Sec-
tion 5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 Testbed Dataflow System

Dataflow is a simple and powerful model that is be-
lieved to offer a basis for a scalable architecture to
replace the relational databases for graph analysis.
In dataflow model, there is no notion of a single lo-
cus of control. The dataflow model describes com-
putation in terms of locally controlled events where
each event corresponds to the firing of an actor [10].

These actors are implemented as various tasks
that run in parallel independent of each other, en-
abling data parallelism. This inherent data paral-
lelism facilitates the development of parallel data
management system that can process different por-
tions of data simultaneously in the most scalable
and efficient manner.

In this research, we ran experiments on an ac-
tual dataflow system called data analytics super-
computer (DAS) [9], which is a dataflow system
based on the active disk architecture [18]. The DAS
system can be built and operate virtually on any
commodity clusters.

DAS system is comprised of a set of servers.



Many of these servers are usual components used
by resource management systems for efficient and
reliable operations on the target system. A key
component here is the data storage servers that run
on those cluster nodes reserved to store and man-
age the data. Like Map/Reduce that operates on a
distributed file system (e.g., Hadoop’s Map/Reduce
on Hadoop distributed file system), the DAS sys-
tem stores data in a distributed file system, which
is implemented by the data storage servers. Fur-
thermore, the DAS system provides users with a
global name space for their data files, enabled by
the data storage servers. Another key component
of the DAS system is language server, which essen-
tially translates user queries to executables that run
on data storage nodes.

The DAS testbed at Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory (LLNL) consists of 40 Sun Fire
X2100 servers, out of which 20 nodes are reserved
for data storage. Each node in the testbed has a
dual-core AMD Opteron processor running on 2.6
GHz with 4 GB of memory and 400 GB of disk.
The details of the design and usage of the system is
further articulated in [1, 2].

3 DAS System Execution En-

vironment

In this section, we describe the execution environ-
ment of the DAS system, including the dataflow
language to program user queries and the flow of
work units.

Users write their queries using a dataflow de-
scription language called Enterprise Control Lan-
guage (ECL) on DAS system, in contrast to SQL
for queries on relational databases. A user of the
DAS system should view his query in terms of the
flow of data through various data manipulation con-
structs and decompose the query into a series of op-
erations that can be implemented using given con-
structs, which are eventually executed by a set of
parallel independent tasks. Then these constructs
are linked to form a dataflow diagram, which is then
translated into a query in ECL.

ECL is simply a language used to define dataflow
diagrams. The language is non-procedural, as there
is no means to control the flow of data. Hence, the

edge_rec := record

integer src;

integer dst;

end;

edgesr := dataset(’edges’, edge_rec);

edgesd := distribute(edgesr, hash(src));

edgess := sort(edgesd, src, local);

edges := dedup(edgess, src, local);

output(adjacent);

Figure 1: A sample ECL code that finds a set of
unique vertex IDs in given graph.

order of ECL statements in a query is irrelevant
to the order they are executed. ECL codes consist
of set of declarations. These typically include the
declarations of the records used in the queries and
the definition of actors that handle data. Figure 1
shows a sample ECL code that finds a set of unique
vertex IDs in given graph.

Once a user composes a query in ECL, she sub-
mits it to the DAS system for execution via SOAP-
based client tool. The submitted query is then sent
to a special server called ECL server, where the
submitted ECL query is translated to C++ codes.
The C++ codes are then compiled to a shared ob-
ject, which is then sent to the data storage servers.
Each data storage server links the received shared
object with DAS data manipulation library to cre-
ate an executable and starts execution. Results of
the query are returned to user via the client tool.

The core of the DAS system with which it boosts
query performance lies in the data manipulation
library. The library, which implements all data
manipulation constructs in ECL, is highly opti-
mized for scalable and efficient manipulation of
data. First, all the constructs in the library are
designed to process incoming data in a pipelined
fashion, increasing the data parallelism. Second,
the library is designed to maximize the usage of
memory to achieve the best possible performance.
Finally, as the query performance is dominated by
only a handful of data operations, the system is op-
timized for the fast execution of the ECL constructs
for these critical operations, specifically Sort and
Join operations. We believe that the optimized data



manipulation library, in conjunction with the flex-
ibility offered by dataflow model, enables the DAS
system to process very large graph data in a scalable
and efficient way.

4 Graph Query Benchmark

We developed a suite of graph queries for the target
graph (PubMed) to represent a wide spectrum of
complex queries [7, 21] as benchmarks in this study.
These benchmarks are salient since they represent
those queries that information analysts are likely
to issue. Furthermore, they serve as an excellent
tool to measure the scalability of a system since
they tend to generate a large volume of intermediate
results to push a system’s capability to its limit.

The benchmarks consist of two types of graph
queries: subgraph pattern matching and graph
search. Given a graph and a template graph (also
known as a pattern graph), a subgraph pattern
matching attempts to find all the instances of sub-
graphs in the graph that match the given template.
Graph search query is used to find paths between
two vertices in the graph.

The first query (Query 1) is a highly constrained
form of pattern query. This query attempts to find
all the authors who published articles in four spe-
cific dates. This query is first broken into four
smaller patterns, each of which represents the in-
stances of an author-to-date path. The four sets of
instances are joined later to find authors who are
found in the all four groups.

The second query (Query 2) shown in Figure 2.b
finds authors who have published two articles in the
same journal. Similarly to the Query 1, all the in-
stances of authors who have published any articles
in any journals are detected first and then a self-join
is performed to find a set of authors who are found
in the both sets of instances.

Figure 2.c depicts a pattern for the authors who
have published four articles in a journal called Phys-
ical Review Letters (Query 3). As the first step, a
path query for all the authors who have published
articles in the particular journal is performed. Suc-
cessive joins of intermediate results will eventually
return a set of authors who published more than
four papers in the journal.
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Figure 2: A suite of subgraph pattern queries used
in performance study.



Source Destination

Figure 3: Bidirectional BFS graph query in perfor-
mance study.

Query 4 shown in Figure 2.d finds two authors
who co-authored two or more papers. For this
query, all the instances of two authors who co-
authored any papers are identified first followed by
a self-join.

Figure 2.e presents Query 5 that represents so-
phisticated queries in which specific types of edges
are excluded. Here, the Query 5 finds the instances
of two articles that do and do not have associated
grants, respectively. The pattern benchmarks are
depicted in Figure 2. Readers should refer [7] for
more details on the implementation of the graph
pattern queries.

The graph search queries used in the exper-
iments are based on conventional breadth-first
search (BFS) algorithm. Though simple, the BFS
algorithm is an important benchmark, because the
BFS is a fundamental algorithm that is used by a
wide range of common graph mining algorithms and
the execution of BFS algorithm exhibits random
memory access behavior that is shared by majority
of graph algorithms. Two types of BFS algorithms
are examined in this paper: uni- and bi-directional
BFS.

The uni-directional BFS is the ordinary BFS
algorithm, which finds the shortest path between
given source and destination vertices. The bi-
directional BFS is a variation of the uni-directional
BFS, where two separate breadth-first searches
start from the source and destination vertices.
These searches continue until a common vertex that
can be reached from both ends is found or all the
vertices in the graph are visited. Figure 3 describes
the bi-directional BFS algorithm pictorially.

5 Performance Study Results

We conducted experiments to measure the perfor-
mance of benchmark queries on the DAS system.
We also ran the same queries on state-of-art rela-
tional database machines and compared the perfor-
mance. We report the results in this section.

We used a real-world graph constructed from the
PubMed data [20], which contains information on
articles published in medical journals such as title,
authors, keywords, and abstract, is used in this per-
formance study. The raw PubMed data is scanned
first to extract the entities and the relationship be-
tween the entities, and then the graph is created
as defined by a given ontology. The constructed
PubMed graph has about 30 million vertices and
540 million edges. A subgraph with about 1 mil-
lion vertices is also prepared by sampling the full-
scale PubMed graph for studying the performance
of smaller systems.

We first measured the scalability of the graph
search benchmark on the full-scale PubMed graph.
Figure 4 shows the results from strong scalability
experiments, where we measure the performance of
the search as we increases the number of nodes.
Both horizontal and vertical axises are presented
in logarithmic scale for clarity.

The DAS system scales very well as shown in
the figure. Typically, strong-scaling curve (for run
time) decreases as the number of nodes (or proces-
sors) increases and then flattens out. In Figure 4,
however, the scalability curve continues to decline
as the number of nodes increases. We believe this is
attributed to that performance gain from process-
ing more data in memory due to reduced per-node
problem size outweighs the increased communica-
tion overhead due to the increased number of nodes.

Table 1 presents uni- and bi-directional BFS
search performance on the DAS system. Full-scale
PubMed graph is searched in this experiment. Each
search is conducted to find the shortest path be-
tween two randomly chosen vertices. The search
performance is obtained from the average of 20
searchers. The performance of optimized and un-
optimized searches is compared in the table. Here,
the search is optimized by transforming input edge
table to an adjacency list to reduce the amount of
processed data. As Table 1 indicates, the optimized
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Figure 4: Strong scaling results for BFS graph
benchmark on DAS system. A full-scale PubMed
graph with 30 million vertices are used in this ex-
periment.

BFS algorithms achieved 2.4X and 3.6X speedups
over their unoptimized counterparts.

The performance of the queries on the DAS sys-
tem is compared to that of equivalent SQL queries
on a single-node Oracle RDBMS server in Table 2.
The smaller PubMed graph is used here, due to the
limited hardware resources on the Oracle server. As
Table 2 shows, the queries on the dataflow system
outperform corresponding SQL queries on Oracle
by orders of magnitude in most cases, achieving
as much as 16X speedup per node. Such perfor-
mance improvement can be attributed to the fact
that the the dataflow model allows certain optimiza-
tion that maximizes data parallelism and results in
small intermediate results and minimal communica-
tion. Highly optimized underlying query execution
engine of the DAS system also contributes to the
fast execution of the queries.

The performance of the same set of queries for
the large-scale PubMed graph on the DAS sys-

Unoptimized Optimized
Uni-dir. BFS 287.926 120.359
Bi-dir. BFS 204.902 56.431

Table 1: Performance of uni- and bi-directional BFS
searches on the DAS system (in seconds). Full-scale
PubMed graph with 30 million vertices is used in
this experiment.

DAS RDBMS Speedup/Node
Query 1 0.343 3 0.44
Query 2 3.182 1014 15.93
Query 3 0.573 21.8 1.90
Query 4 1.742 387 11.11
Query 5 4.575 282 3.08

Table 2: Comparing the performance of queries
on DAS and Oracle RDBMS for 1 million-vertex
PubMed graph (in seconds).

DAS Netezza Speedup/Node
Query 1 9.422 27.3 7.82
Query 2 142.099 834.47 15.86
Query 3 469.511 15392.96 88.52
Query 4 37.803 741.42 52.95
Query 5 44.6 496.48 30.06

Table 3: Comparing the performance of queries
on DAS and Oracle RDBMS for 30 million-vertex
PubMed graph (in seconds).

tem and a 54-node Netezza Performance Server
(NPS) [11], a specialized active-disk based dis-
tributed relational data management system, is
compared in Table 3. We relied on the Netezza’s
SQL compiler for the query optimization. As the
table shows, the DAS system achieves almost two
orders of magnitude speedup per node over the
Netezza system. The performance improvement is
most noticeable for the Queries 3 and 4. This is
because these queries consider all the possible com-
binations of intermediate results, easily leading to
combinatorial explosion of data. Since the amount
of the intermediate data to be joined is reduced
to a great extent by the distribution/localization
method for the dataflow queries, the negative effect
of the combinatorial explosion is small on DAS.

We also measure the effect of some common op-
timization techniques on the query performance.
The optimization techniques we tested are column
reduction (CR), row reduction (RR), and distribu-
tion/localization (DIST/LOC). The column reduc-
tion basically concerns with reducing the number
of columns in tables by constructing virtual tables
containing only those columns that are needed for
processing subsequent queries. The row reduction
concerns with reducing the number of rows in the



tables by eliminating any duplicate rows and filter-
ing out the rows that do not satisfy the constraints
of given queries.

The basic idea of the data distribution and query
localization is to distribute data in such a way that
subsequent operations after the distribution can be
performed only on the local data stored in each
node. The distribution of data requires data com-
munication, but it has been observed that the per-
formance gain obtained from localized data opera-
tions outweighs this overhead.

Both CR and RR techniques aim at reducing
the volume of data to be processed to improve the
performance, whereas the DIST/LOC technique fo-
cuses on reducing the communication time by elim-
inating need to transfer large volume of data. Com-
bining these techniques, we can improve the query
performance significantly.

Figure 5 presents the effect of the aforementioned
optimization techniques on the query performance.
Three optimization techniques are gradually ap-
plied to the baseline (unoptimized) queries. Hence,
the data points for DIST/LOC in the graphs corre-
spond to the performance of fully optimized queries.

As shown in the figure, the simple column re-
duction can improve the performance significantly.
Its impact is more evident for the Queries 2 and
3 in Figure 5.b, as these queries are more compli-
cated and generate larger intermediate results than
others. In contrast, Query 1 contains constraints
that its baseline implementation can take advan-
tage of to filter out a large number of records prior
to join operations, and therefore, the effect of the
column reduction is minimal as shown in Figure 5.b.
The performance impact of the column reduction
for Query 3 is not clear in Figure 5.a, because a
smaller PubMed graph is used in the experiment.

In Figure 5, the effect of the row reduction varies
to great extent largely depending on the queries,
since some queries benefit from this optimization
as it offers smaller tables for fast joins, whereas
for others the number of rows reduced is too small
to have significant performance impact. It was ob-
served that DIST/LOC technique improves the per-
formance of all the queries examined in the exper-
iments, because this technique basically can elimi-
nate any data skews. It is clear that the effect of
the optimization techniques varies to great extent
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Figure 5: Measuring the effect of optimization
techniques on the query performance. A smaller
PubMed graph with 1 million vertices and a full-
scale PubMed graph with 30 million vertices are
used in this experiment. Each technique is gradu-
ally applied in optimizing the target queries.



depending on the query and data. However, the
fact that using any combinations of the techniques
does not degrade performance as shown in Figure 5
suggests that users should exercise these optimiza-
tion techniques when writing a query.

6 Concluding Remarks and

Future Work

We evaluated the use of dataflow systems, where
a large number of tasks operate independently in
parallel to perform given data processing job, as a
platform to analyze large-scale graphs in this pa-
per. We developed a suite of benchmarks that en-
compass a wide range of complex graph queries for
the performance study. We measured the perfor-
mance and scalability of the benchmarks on an ac-
tual dataflow machine. Their performance is also
measured to that on state-of-art parallel relational
database machines. The results show that we can
achieve orders of magnitude improvement in query
performance on dataflow systems compared to the
advanced relational database systems, suggesting
that the dataflow machines can be a viable and scal-
able alternative to run large complex graph queries.

The future research will be focused on other ap-
plications that will benefit to the fullest extent from
the inherent data parallelism offered by the dataflow
model. In an early effort, we are investigating the
use of the dataflow system to disambiguate the
names of authors that appear in different articles
published in technical journals. The algorithm is
data-intensive in that it performs little computation
but requires a large number of data to be transfered
from a database before computation, and hence an
ideal application for dataflow system in which the
computation is performed where the data is. Algo-
rithms for other graph analysis algorithms including
community detection and link analysis will also be
developed in dataflow programming model
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